Abstract Several composites and nanocomposites based on a polymeric matrix and ceramic fillers are being pursued for use as multifunctional and innovative materials. Nevertheless, there is a series of challenges to be solved in this area such as the understanding of the role of interfaces and the synergy between matrix and fillers. In this work, vulcanized natural rubber nanocomposites were prepared with different concentrations of two kinds of ceramic nanoparticles, potassium strontium niobate (KSr 2 Nb 5 O 15 or KSN) and nickel-zinc ferrite (Ni 0.5 Zn 0.5 Fe 2 O 4 or NZF), synthesized by a chemical method known as the modified polyol method. Morphological and thermal characterizations were carried out by AFM, TG/DTG, TG/FTIR and DSC. The thermal properties of nanocomposites were compared and discussed as functions of concentration, type and surface of nanoparticles. The results obtained suggest that the base concentration for both types of nanoparticles inside the polymer matrix volume greatly adds to the increase in thermal stability up to 11 % and the glass transition temperature up to 10°C. A similar evolution for the glass transition temperature (T g ), thermal stability temperature (T S ) and dielectric permittivity (e 0 ) was identified, suggesting that these phenomena are mainly dominated by the same mechanisms. These results point to the possibility for the thermal parameter modulation in magnetic and ferroelectric nanocomposites by means of a suitable control of concentration and properties of the KSN and NZF nanoparticles.
Introduction
In general, materials of sizes ranging from 1 9 10 -9 and 100 9 10 -9 m are called nanomaterials regardless of their nature, whether ceramic, polymer, metal or composite. When a material has dimensions in the nanometric scale, its surface and book properties are, in general, differentiated in relation to material properties on a higher dimensional scale. One reason for the differentiated properties presented by the nanoscale is the distinct surface/volume proportion or aspect ratio that is not linear for different dimensional scales [1, 2] . In general, the choice of polymer as a matrix or continuous phase is preferable since most have appreciable thermal and mechanical properties, and the natural rubber is a desirable candidate owing to its distinctive ability to incorporate large amounts, up to 600 phr, of solid and inert particles, maintaining acceptable mechanical properties [3, 4] .
Some typical examples of polymer/ceramic composites and nanocomposites of technological interest are: (1) composites formed by paraelectric particles of Ba 0.6 Sr 0.4 TiO 3 with different size and particle concentration dispersed in a low-loss dielectric matrix that can be applied in microwave devices for wireless telecommunications [5] ; (2) hybrid composites based on ferroelectric and piezoelectric crystal particles, randomly distributed in a polymer matrix of epoxy resin represent a novel class of materials with potential to be applied as integrated capacitors, acoustic emission sensors, smart skins and leakage current controllers [6] ; (3) carbon nanotubes and carbon black embedded in thermoplastic and elastomeric matrices producing significant mechanical, electric, anti-aging and thermal improvements in the composites and nanocomposites making them suitable for production of automobile pieces, footwear and use in pneumatic industries [7, 8] ; and (4) magnetic composite and nanocomposites based on ferrites, iron and nickel oxides in concentrations of up to 600 phr dispersed in polymeric matrices that can be used as flexible microwave absorbers, in wireless data communication, in local area network, satellite television and heating systems [3, 9, 10] .
In the last few years, traditionally, niobates with tetragonal tungsten bronze structure (TTB) as KSr 2 Nb 5 O 15 (KSN) have proved to be of technological interest principally due to the high anisotropy of the crystalline structure and ferroelectric properties with great potential for applications such as sensor devices, actuators, memories, filters and capacitors (wireless communication) [11, 12] . Nickelzinc ferrites are typical polycation oxides exhibiting an inverse spinel structure with a complex cation distribution in the crystalline structure. Spinels based on Fe cations such as the Ni-Zn ferrite oxides with stoichiometry Ni 0.5-Zn 0.5 Fe 2 O 4 (NZF) show a growing potential for applications such as functional ferrofluid, electromagnetic wave absorption and cancer treatment and core transformers [13] . These two kinds of nanoparticles can be dispersed in vulcanized natural rubber matrices adding some of their properties to the elastomeric matrix. Ferrite natural rubber composites are more common, as cited above, than niobate natural rubber composites, and the structural [14] , mechanical [15] and magnetic [16] properties of these composites were recently reported by our group. However, reports on the thermal properties of natural rubber nanocomposites prepared with ferroelectric and magnetic nanoparticles synthesized by a chemical synthesis named the Polyol Method are not very abundant in scientific literature.
In For the two ceramic phases prepared by the MPM chemical route, the starting reagents, mentioned previously and in an appropriate ratio, were mixed in thoroughly according to their stoichiometry in a high energy ball milling for 10 min, at room temperature and using micrometric zirconia balls only in order to obtain a homogeny mixing of oxides. The pre-calcination and calcination of both samples were done using a chamber-type oven, brand INTI. For the NZF, pre-annealing was performed at a final temperature of 300°C at a heating rate of 10°C min -1 , flow rate 300 mL min -1 of N 2 and soaking for an hour at the final temperature. The calcinations of the NZF were performed at a final temperature of 450°C and a heating rate of 5°C min -1 , flow 7 L min -1 and kept for 3 h at the final temperature. Cooling was attained with natural air flow. For the KSN, pre-annealing was performed at a final temperature of 300°C at a heating rate of 10°C min -1 , flow of 500 mL min -1 of N 2 and kept for 1 h at the final temperature. Calcination was done at a final temperature of 450°C and a heating rate of 5°C min -1 , flow of 150 mL min -1 of O 2 and kept for 2 h at the final temperature.
Preparation of the NR/KSN and NR/NZF nanocomposites
Dry natural rubber was used for the preparation of the nanocomposites (cis-1,4-polyisoprene) of the commercial variety CCB (Crepe Claro Brasileiro-CCB), financed by the DLP Industria e Comércio de Borracha e Artefatos (R) in the city of Poloni/SP. This rubber is obtained in processing plants by the coagulation of latex from the Hevea brasiliensis species, clones RRIM 600. Table 1 . After undergoing two mixing processes and as is common practice for natural rubber [18] , the formulations were compressed and thermos molded at 150°C with a closing pressure of 2.5 MPa in a pneumatic press for the optimum cure time, well known t 90 . The t 90 was determined using a torque rheometer, type Teamter, Team brand, being on average equal to 8 0 28 00 for the NR/KSN and 8 0 30 00 for the NR/NZF nanocomposites. The preparation process for the nanocomposites is shown in Fig. 1 .
Characterization of the NR/KSN and NR/NZF nanocomposites

AFM assays
The structural and morphological characterizations at room temperature of the vulcanized natural rubber NR, NR/KSN and NR/NZF nanocomposites were carried out by atomic-force microscopy (AFM) using an AFM/STM microscope, model nanoscope, in the contact mode on the nanocomposites' surface. The public-domain software used to generate the threedimensional projection of the sample surface from the AFM images in the mode height was the Gwyddion Ò version 2.29.
TG/DTG, TG-FTIR and DSC assays
The thermal characterization of the vulcanized natural rubber NR, NR/KSN and NR/NZF was carried out by ). An aluminum crucible was used with 10 mg of the sample, and the glass transition temperature (T g ) was calculated as the point of inflection in the step change observed in the heat flow curve.
Dielectric assays
The dielectric measurements were carried out by impedance spectroscopy at 100 kHz, using a Novocontrol model a-analyser controlled by a personal computer. The nominal applied voltage was 500 mV. Samples with a diameter of approximately 10 mm and a thickness of about 0.50 mm were used and compressed by 475 Pa. The surfaces of the samples were first painted with a thin layer of high-purity silver paint in order to ensure good contact during the electrical measurements.
Results and discussions
Atomic-force microscopy (AFM) is a technique designed primarily for the topographic mapping of the sample surface, and it provides information about the surface topography, molecular ordering and defects, valleys and hills on the molecular level, as well as roughness of the samples. Figure 2 shows images obtained directly from the surface of the samples (left images) and their respective three-dimensional projection (right images) by the technique of atomic-force microscopy on the pure vulcanized natural rubber and the ferroelectric and magnetic nanocomposites formed by the addition of 10 phr. Table 2 lists values of the parameter surface roughness of the ferroelectric nanocomposites as a function of the nanoparticle concentration. According to Fig. 2 and knowing that the nanocomposites were thermoconformed at the optimum cure time (t 90 ) ensuring that a minimum of 90 % of cure occurred, it is possible to observe a good surface homogeneity for vulcanized natural rubber and for nanocomposites, indicating that the vulcanization system and the manufacturing parameters used were appropriate. As we can see in Table 2 , significant differences for surface roughness were identified for the NR/KSN and NZF/NR for a low amount of nanometric fillers, for example, less than 5 phr, were used, indicating that phenomena such as stress-induced crystallization may be dominant [19] . The maximum value of the surface roughness was 0.83 nm for the NR/KSN-3phr, while the minimum value was 0.43 nm for the NR/NZF-20phr. It seems that the differences of surface roughness observed between the magnetic and ferroelectric nanocomposites can be correlated with: (1) interface filler/matrix phenomena generating changes in the folding of the polymer chains; (2) the different thermal diffusion coefficient due to the inclusion of a ceramic phase; and (3) directional anisotropy for the mobility of the polymer chains [19] .
Thermogravimetric (TG) and derivative thermogravimetry (DTG) analyses are useful thermoanalytic techniques commonly used to determine thermal parameters as thermal degradation temperature, thermal stability temperature and temperature of maximum mass loss. The TG and DTG analyses for both NR/KSN (a) and NR/NZF (b) for the nanocomposites as a function of the concentration of nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 3 . According to Fig. 3 , all the nanocomposites investigated show a similar evolution of the mass loss as a function of the temperature, indicating that the elastomeric properties of the vulcanized natural rubber (NR) were maintained. This fact suggests that the incorporation of nanoparticles, independent of their concentration, does not significantly alter the structure of the polymeric matrix. Furthermore, this is a suitable quality of this kind of systems because they are maintaining the main rubber characteristics and incorporating the nanoparticles properties, and at the end, fictionalized materials were obtained. Apparently, only one fast exothermic mass loss between 300 and 490°C was observed, which is assigned to the thermal degradation of poli-isoprene, dipentene and p-menthene. Different areas under the curve and consequently energy reactions were indentified due to the distinct proportion of natural rubber in each sample. In addition, it is possible to observe a small shoulder with low intensity at around 438°C for all materials investigated. This shoulder is indicated by blue arrows, and it can be associated with different degradation temperatures for constituents of natural rubber. A small and endothermic peak would be expected in the samples with NZF nanopowders at temperatures of between 300 and 500°C, and this peak is signed to the Curie transition in Ni-Zn ferrites. In bulk-synthesized NiZn-ferrites, the Curie transitions are at around 490°C, but with the decrease in particle size, it is known that the temperature of this phase transition decreases as well [20] . Unfortunately, because of the high intensity of the degradation of the isoprenic chain, it is not possible to identify the Curie transition in NZF powders. The residual mass is composed of ceramic materials, and the values are in concordance with the amount of nanoparticle incorporated into NR matrix, see details plotted in Fig. 3a , c. The experimental mass losses are in good agreement with the theoretical expectation, i.e., R 2 approximately 1. As expected, the evolution of residual mass as a function of the nanoparticle concentration is linear with an angle of inclination slightly less than 45°, in fact 42 and 44°, indicating that there is an interaction between fillers and matrix, but this interaction is weak and formed only by physical interactions. For the NR/NZF nanocomposites, Fig. 3c, d , the beginning of a reaction can be noted at around 730°C; see the red squares. This reaction is related mainly to iron oxide changing in its polymorphic forms [21] .
The thermal stability temperature (T S ) is a thermal parameter widely used in the engineering area indicating the maximum working temperature before starting the thermal degradation processes. Figure 4 shows the evolution of T S ; in this paper, T S was measured as the temperature at which the sample loses exactly 1 % of its mass. We identified a thermal stability temperature equal to 209°C for the vulcanized natural rubber (NR). Using a similar criterion, this value is approximately 80 % higher than that published by Matthew et al. [22] for natural rubber and about 40 % higher than the thermal stability temperature of silicone rubber studied by Li and et al. [23] . The maximum value of the thermal stability was 248°C for the NR/NZF-50 phr, while the minimum value was 217°C nm for the NR/KSN-50 phr. The average thermal stability temperature for the NR/KSN is equal to 223°C, approximately 11 % higher than for the NR, and the average thermal stability temperature for the NR/NZF is equal to 232°C, about 8 % higher than for NR. We suggested that the increase identified in the thermal stability temperature of the nanocomposites can mainly be associated to two factors: (1) an increase of the degree of cross-linking of the samples compared to the NR and (2) inserting a more thermally stable filler in the system, in this case ceramic nanoparticles. Interestingly, a decreasing peak can be identified in 3 phr that can be ascribed to the stress-induced crystallization [24] that reduces the thermal stability temperature due to a localized, induced crystallization.
Comparing the two kinds of nanocomposites with high concentrations (more than 20 phr), differences up to 12 % in the T S can be observed and attributed to distinct thermal conductivity and crystallity of the nanoparticles. The TG technique is an extremely powerful thermal technique, but inherently quantitative and gives no direct chemical information. The ability to analyze the volatile products and decomposition mechanisms during a mass loss is of great value. Figure 5 shows the TG analysis coupled to FTIR for the NR (a), NR/KSN with 10 phr (b) and NR/NZF with 10 phr (c). As expected, all the spectra exhibit all of the vibration band characteristics of the poly(cis-1,4-isoprene) structure [25, 26] . It is possible to identify the presence of two main sets of bonds indicated by red arrows. The first set which is positioned at around 3000 with 2960 cm -1 has been assigned to a stretching band of C-H in a long carbon chain; at around 2913 and 2866 cm -1 , the asymmetric and symmetric stretching of the methyl group (CH 3 ) was identified. The second set is positioned at around 1500 cm -1 . The stretching band assigned to bond C=C was identified at a frequency of 1534 cm -1 , while the asymmetric and symmetric angular bending assigned to the methyl group (CH 3 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a technique widely used to determine the thermal transitions of polymeric materials such as fusion and crystallization events, oxidation reactions and the glass transition. Figure 6 shows DSC analysis for the NR/KSN (a) and NR/NZF (b). In Fig. 6 , details of curves at around the temperature of glass transition can be observed. As can be seen, the DSC curves for the NR/KSN and NR/NZF have a development similar to the evolution of the temperature, which, in turn, resembles the evolution of the NR curve, indicating that the T g parameter is independent or almost independent of the nanoparticle concentration. A discontinuity in the baseline with an exothermic character can be observed at around -60°C whose inflection point is attributed to the glass transition temperature (T g ) of the material. The glass transition is a physical phenomenon related to cooperative rearrangements, and in this case, a combination of molecular mobility degree, reticulation degree, intra and intermolecular interactions contributes to determine the magnitude of the T g of material. The maximum value of T g was -50.7°C for the NR/NZF-3phr, while the minimum value was -60.7°C nm for the NR/NZF-10phr. An exothermic reaction of low intensity was identified at around 34°C at both NR/KSN and NR/NZF nanocomposites, suggesting that process is associated with desorption of water vapor and other volatile substances adsorbed on the nanocomposites' surface.
The glass transition is a kinetic phenomenon that is observed in amorphous or semicrystalline materials, and its origins come from the molecular mobility of cooperative units. Figure 7a shows the evolution of the glass transition temperature (T g ) as a function of the concentration of nanoparticles. As a whole, nanocomposites exhibit a higher T g than NR taking into account almost all the concentration of nanoparticles, indicating that slight changes are produced in the polymer matrix steaming nanoparticles addition. The changing of parameter T g for NR/KSN is equal to 7°C and for NR/NZF is equal to 10°C, as shown in Fig. 6a, b . Taking in account the T g parameter, these changes suggest that parameters as intra and intermolecular interaction are more significant than the reticulation degree, since both intra and intermolecular interactions are enhanced by a set of parameters such as larger surface area and average crystallite size derived for the KSN nanopowders. In our previous research [14, 27] , the dielectric characterization of the NR/KSN and NR/NZF nanocomposites was carried out, and their complex permittivity [e NC *(x)] could be written as a composition of two electroactive contributions: e NC *(x) = e NC 0 (x) ? ie NC 00 (x). The first one, e NC 0 (x), is associated with the dielectric permittivity of nanocomposites, while the second one, e NC 00 (x), represents the dielectric loss of the nanocomposites. The evolution of the dielectric permittivity (e 0 ) of the NR/KSN and NR/NZF nanocomposites as a function of the nanoparticle concentration is shown in Fig. 7b . As can be seen, the dielectric permittivity, associated with the separation of electric charge, exhibited a rapid increment of its value with the insertion of the ceramic particles, independently of the nanoparticle type, achieving the maximum value for NR/KSN, 8.2, at concentration of 3 phr. After this increment, the permittivity returned to values close to the initial parameter and maintained itself at approximately constant values. We would like to highlight that a similar evolution was obtained for thermal stability (Fig. 4) , the glass transition temperature (Fig. 7a ) and dielectric permittivity (Fig. 7b) , indicating that these phenomena are produced by the same mechanisms. In this case, mechanisms such as hydrogen ions, electric dipoles, electron cloud oscillating on the nanoparticle surface and polymeric chain can also be considered [10] .
Conclusions
Single-phase nanoparticles of paramagnetic or ferroelectric oxides were synthesized by a chemical route named the MPM. These nanoparticles were incorporated using a dry blend and also using different concentrations (1, 3, 5, 10, 20 and 50 phr) in a natural rubber matrix to obtain magnetic and ferroelectric functional nanocomposites. The structural and morphological characterizations of the nanocomposites by AFM showed that a good surface homogeneity was obtained and different surface roughness for the NR, and both types of vulcanized natural rubber nanocomposites were investigated. The initial thermal studies revealed that the average thermal stability temperature for the NR, NR/KSN and NR/NZF nanocomposites was equal to 209, 223°C (7 % more than NR), and 232°C (11 % more than NR), respectively. We suggested that the increase can be associated mainly with the increase in the degree of cross-linking and the inserting of a more thermally stable phase in the system (ceramic nanoparticles). They also revealed a significant variation in the T g equal to 7°C for the NR/KSN and 10°C for the NR/NZF. In this specific case, we attributed this variation to a combination of molecular mobility degree, reticulation degree and intra and intermolecular interactions. Comparing the parameter evolution of the glass transition temperature, dielectric permittivity and thermal stability temperature, a similar behavior was identified, indicating that these phenomena are predominantly dominated by the same mechanisms. 
